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    The unit three writing assignment was my favorite assignment during this 
semester.It gave me a chance to be creative. When the unit 3  writing assignment was 
presented to me I was quite nervous.We had already just completed the research 
paper so I felt as if I didn't have time to breath, relax then start the new 
assignment.When I found out I would be creating a website that's when things got 
interesting.At first I was nervous about creating a website because I never did that 
before and usually I am not someone who is really good with computers or technology 
in general.The discourse community writing assignment was the base for my website. 
My website linked with my discourse community of hospitality.I created a hotel 
website.Prior to this project in my HMGT 1101 class I had to dissect the components of 
a hotel page so i already had an idea on what should be included on a hotel page.Before 
starting my website I didn't know if i wanted to stick to my discourse community and 
make a hotel page or branch off and do something else. But I realized branching off 
would be too much work when I have already done research about hospitality and the 
hotel industry.Now that my project is completed I am happy that I chose the hotel page 
and it came out exactly how I wanted to expect it to come out. Very elegant and 
informational.Now that my project is completed I am happy that I chose the hotel page 
and it came out exactly how I wanted to expect it to come out. Very elegant and 
informational.The feedback I received from my peers was useful. It helped with how I 
wanted to wrap up the website and what I should include.Before the peer review i 
totally forgot to add pictures. During the assignment  what worked was the word 
count. Usually I am really stressed about the word count but this time I wasn’t because 
it was very interesting. Being in the hospitality major It helped me with the structure 
of the hotel and what i wanted to include. During this assignment I learned that I 
would be able to create a website. I never really thought about it till after the 
project.Next time I would like to create an outline that would have made the process 
faster because I would have already known what I wanted to incorporate in the writing 
piece. My work process from the discourse community assignment really helped with 
the website.It helped me choose a topic for the website. I chose a hotel page because I 
knew I could make it look fancy and include pictures from hotels I would want to go 
to.This writing assignment was very interesting and I would do it again if I can. 
  
 

 
 


